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Do new grazing paradigms call for new animal behaviour and new fencing paradigms?

What is preventing the use of managed ‘free-range herds’ to provide the industry with
export animals?
What is preventing industry-players to boost the SDH (stock-days per hectare) in
intensively managed areas whilst using managed free-range herds to build water-security
at catchment levels?

•

Could lifting the SDH of country close to existing station-infrastructure warrant
additional permanent and temporary fencing?

•

Would a quadrupling of SDH suffice?
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A gym-approach allows a “get paid as you go” learning of the answers if they cannot already be
extracted from current performance records.

Knowing what you already know, do you believe that [without a loss in animal-production] you could
double the SDH in one average season and double it again in a second average season?
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Conceptual Mud-Maps of a Kachana Enviro-Gym
Exploring the practical relevance of planned recovery periods and managed herds
in large paddocks or in unfenced country whilst delivering commercially relevant data

If you have not yet viewed Allan Savory’s TED presentation, please catch up on that.
http://www.ted.com/talks/allan_savory_how_to_green_the_world_s_deserts_and_reverse_climate_change

Allan Savory's 2013 message is clear: We need to act at national levels.
Savory now believes we are running out of time (2018)
In Australia we risk running out of reliable water well before we run out of grass or beef!
So, how do we blend Savory’s message and other new ideas with local knowledge?
Pastoralism holds the key to delivering the environmental services required to address
desertification. – View Chris' presentation for Greening Australia October 2015

•
•
•
•
•
•

Stockmanship: managing and influencing herbivore-behaviour
(point of influence)
Grassfarming: drawing down atmospheric carbon / increasing photosynthetic activity (= the key!)
Soilbuilding: rebuilding and filling “carbon-accounts” in/on our soils (area of maximum impact)
Rainfallmanagement*: rehydration of soils, replenishing of ground-water and aquifers, and other
beneficial flow-on effects…
Climate: how we experience the interaction of the simple, but complex processes above
Climate Stability: A result we aim for by rebuilding the buffering capacity of biology within the
ecosystem processes.
*Note: Rainfallmanagement is a result of stockmanship, grassfarming and soilbuilding!
BUT Pastoralists cannot be green when they are in the red!
Profitable productivity must come first.
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There are many talented land-managers collectively influencing thousands of square kilometres of
out-back Australia who have:
•
In recent years heard/had many innovative ideas
•
understood the implications
•
undergone initial training
•
cannot afford to be openly seen to adopt “something that will not work here”
•
cannot afford to risk the family or the family finances without first gaining better
understanding the local relevance of new knowledge/skills, or having sufficient “proof of
concept” to present to head-office
•
etc.
Reasons and contexts vary, but (certainly in Northern Australia) there seems to be a common thread
leading to a common end-result:
For the time and effort spent in imparting new pastoral knowledge there are disproportionately
few people picking it up and visibly powering ahead at the cutting edge of industry.
The Enviro-Gym concept is a step by step approach to address this deficiency.
Money follows proven good ideas.
This one we demonstrate to ourselves one step at a time.
Please find below a concept designed to facilitate an emotionally and financially safe manner to
translate ideas tested elsewhere into local action, learning as we go.

Stage One: introducing planned recovery periods for vegetation and micro-organisms
whilst increasing animal density
Minimal Ingredients Required:
•
One willing land-manager
to “drive” the project
•
One existing watering point
(the more degraded country
around it the better)
•
Occasional access to livestock
(at least once a year)
•
A grazing chart to plan and
to record

Recipe:
1. Build 2 km of stock-proof fence (with gates to suit planned approach)
2. Apply one appropriate recovery period for plants and micro-organisms
3. Treat with desired level of animal-impact
(Managed Animal-Density is the key here. This may well require temporary internal
subdividing or herding stock. Weaner- training or the education of replacement heifers can
often justify this sort of investment in time and effort.
Beware of prolonged impact… for faster results it is better to treat only a portion of the Gym
area at a time with what is considered an appropriate level of impact, rather than the whole
area longer with too low a stock-density…
Suggestion: initially aim for an animal density of 300 head/ha.
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Desired animal density ===>
Number of animals available ===>

300 hd/ha
2500 head

Size of treatment-area required ===> 8.333333 hectares

33.3 sqm/animal
5.77 m
x
5.77 m

Size of treatment-area required = Number of animals divided by the desired animal-density.
I.e. 2500/300 = 8.3 ha [one ha is 10,000 sq.m or a square size: 100 m x 100 m]
This gives on average each animal an area of over 5.5 m x 5.5 m to move around in while an
area is being treated.
So long as no stress is imposed on the animals, treatment does not necessarily have to
coincide with grazing. – a herd mulches, evenly fertilises and prunes vegetation - mulching
and fertilising can also take place in the absence of sufficient nutrition on site. E.g. Let the
animals camp and ruminate at high density for a few hours before shifting them on.
Alternatively let them over-night at high density.)
4. Monitor
5. Adjust and/or repeat process-steps 2, 3 & 4 until the necessary lessons are learned to either
quit or to progress.

Caveat:
As in every learning experience mistakes will be made.
That is fine as long as we learn.
In the process nobody should get hurt, financially, physically or emotionally.
This is a Gym. Keep the learning-curve within the confines of the Gym!
We learn and get better as we practice.
Worst case scenario: we learn what not to do, and end up with a holding paddock near an existing
watering point.
Expected scenario: we develop and demonstrate the sustainable production-/extraction- potential
of a 25-ha parcel of land and what it might take to achieve such an outcome.
This gives us the data required to better evaluate the feasibility of enhancing the productive capacity
of more land.
Other beneficial outcomes:
➢ improved stock-control
➢ being able to trap onto good feed
➢ improved animal-behaviour
➢ lowered costs-of-production
➢ increased biodiversity
➢ increasing ground-cover and soil-carbon
This is a conceptual “mud-map” only. Dimensions can be tweaked to suit a particular setting. The
aim is to get things happening without excessive expenses or drastic change.
On smaller properties the same concept applies, dimensions can be down-scaled to suit.
Bottom line is a stock-proof paddock near water where animals can be put over night or where they
can be held for a few hours during the day. – You may even already have one.
The key is managing the animal behaviour: The right number of animals, in the right place, at the
right time for the right reasons, in the right frame of mind.
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An area 500m x 500m is equal to 25 hectares or to one quarter of a square kilometre. This is large
enough to give us commercially relevant management information for existing large holdings in
rangeland situations. The area is also large enough to deal with large conventionally managed mobs
without causing production losses or animal-welfare issues. It is up to the decision-makers to what
extent that they wish to further subdivide the Gym internally. Much depends on the size of the herd
used and how it is used to treat the area with Animal-Impact. If in doubt: ASK!

Next Step: Introducing recovery-periods for
larger areas
(This may require fire-proofing the outside of
the Gym! Use the animals to do this!)

An additional 6 to 8 km of temporary or
permanent fencing.
Once we have observed the merits of spelling
country: two fences-lines radiating 3 to 4 km
away from water. Allowing us to effectively
spell one side and later the other. Known as
“rotational resting”.

Stage Two (optional): initiating a new fencing paradigm that capitalises on
animal behaviour (Applicable in paddocks >30 sq. km., or in unfenced country)
(Permanent fences that serve primarily to promote functional herding behaviour – i.e. not for perimeters, subdivision or
merely containment)

Add one more Gym-Paddock
(This requires an additional 2 km
of permanent fencing)

We now have the choice to aim
at replicating earlier results, or
to try different treatments in
order to tease apart seasonal
effects from the response to
management…
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Stage Three (Applicable in paddocks >30 sq. km., or in unfenced country)
Herd-friendly watering-points = infrastructure lay-out around water points that is conducive to herding behaviour

Add two more Gym-Paddocks
(This requires an additional 4 km of
permanent fencing)

We are now cranking up production
within the gym-paddocks and building in
flexibility for further safe
innovation/learning.

Remember: This is about blending local
knowledge and experience with new
knowledge. We are after optimal locally
relevant solutions.

Stage Four (Applicable in paddocks >30 sq. km., or in unfenced country)
Add 10 km of temporary or permanent fencelines. This now gives us eight manageable
grazing-areas as well as the four Gym-Paddocks.
By this time animal behaviour will have changed
from multiple groups and mobs watering at one
point to a single functional herd.
(Those who apply LSS principles can of course
achieve such desired natural herding-behaviour
much sooner.)
The country will be indicating to us its true
potential.
We can now gather reliable data on the productivity of one square kilometre. At the same time
many more square km beyond the Gym-Paddocks are also responding to the improving animal
behaviour.
We will be weighing up costs of improving/extending infrastructure…
Being creative with our fencing and animal-behaviour can leave us more cash to spend on waterinfrastructure or on influencing animal behaviour.
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For areas of 20 – 80 square kilometres or greater
it may make more sense to maintain 8km of good
permanent fences in proximity of watering-points
than to sub-divide the whole area. (The
complementary use of temporary electric fencing
or herding/tailing should be considered.)

Note:
In order to build and to maintain high levels of
biodiversity, edge-effect and complexity need to
be built into the concept.
Try and shy away from clockwise or anti-clockwise
rotations. Use intuition, creativity and monitoring
to do so.

The diagram to the left shows how some ants
seem to do something similar.

Source: National Geographic some years ago.
We know that a shift of emphasis from Kg/Animal
to Tons/Ha will give us a short-term drop in individual animal performance while the country
improves and as animals genetically adapt. Over time we end up with better adapted animals that
require less pampering.
Zietsmann says it well:
Body condition is essential. If it doesn’t come from breeding it has to come from feeding.
Paradigms are shifting, but then we seem to be limiting new grazing paradigms with old fencing
paradigms and breeding paradigms etc.
Rather than only running with new grazing paradigms, what about challenging our landscapeparadigm?
For example: ‘high-performance landscapes’
Why not pitch beyond most of the current discussions and paradigms?
CAVEAT:
Underqualified or unmotivated staff can turn such projects into costly experiments.
None of the above will produce better results, unless whoever manages the project is willing
to master the learning-curve.
We strongly advocate keeping the learning-curve and associated costs within a gym-type
concept.
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